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BC Game Casino is community based crypto casino, boasting the most exceptional bonus program in the industry. BC Game offers a selection of top-notch casino games, cutting-edge technology, and unparalleled customer support, all powered by the most reliable and secure blockchain technology. Join BC Game today and experience the ultimate casino gaming experience while enjoying the benefits of our unbeatable loyalty system.
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BC Game License and basic Information 
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BC GAME is a well-established online casino that was founded in 2019 and entered online crypto gambling industry. The platform offers one of the best online casino experience and customer support options including 24/7 live chat, email support, and social media. The site offers a comprehensive suite of products, including popular options such as slots, roulette, blackjack, video poker, baccarat, lottery, and sports betting.




BCGAME is licensed by the Curacao Gambling Authority and operates under license number #5536/JAZ and is owned by BlockDance B.V.




Payment methods include 28 different cryptocurrencies, with no minimum deposit requirement. Withdrawals are typically processed within blockchain confirmations between 1 minute and 2 hours, ensuring speedy transactions.








BC Game website screenshots
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BC Game Online Casino






The  selection is diverse and includes slots, table games, and live dealer options. The casino has partnered with some of the leading gaming providers in the industry, such as NetEnt, Microgaming, and Evolution Gaming, to offer players a high-quality unique experience. The slot selection is extensive, with over 2,000 titles available, including classic and video slots, with popular titles like Starburst, Gonzo’s Quest, and Book of Dead. The table games section includes classics like blackjack, roulette, and baccarat, and less common games such as Sic Bo and Dragon Tiger. BC Game’s live dealer games are hosted by professional dealers in real-time, including options like blackjack, roulette, and baccarat.




Overall, BC Game offers a comprehensive gaming experience and caters to all types of players, from classic slots to live dealer games. The review’s aim is to provide all the necessary information to determine if BCGame is the right online casino for you to start playing.
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BC Games Casino
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BC Casino is an online casino that collaborates with premium iGaming developers to offer a wide range of top slots. While some of the games may be familiar to experienced players, BC Game stands out by using unique features instead of the generic offerings provided by developers. This small touch adds originality and freshness to the gaming experience.




Since our initial review in 2020, BCGame has grown tremendously, with over 1,000 slots now available from numerous top creators. Pragmatic Play alone offers over 200 slots, and Betsoft has over 100. However, the selection may differ for many players in the UK, where the offerings are generally more tame.




BC Game’s Live Casino has over 40 games, all supplied by Evolution Gaming, one of the largest creators in the Live betting market. BC Game’s dedication to updating and improving its gaming selection is commendable and sets it apart from other online casinos that become outdated and stale over time.




Players can also participate in regular races for a chance to win extra points and prizes. Overall, BCGame offers a premium gaming experience with a diverse selection of games and a commitment to ongoing improvement.








Crash






Crash at BC GAME is a blockchain gambling game that has become increasingly popular among crypto owners in 2022. It is a simple and easy-to-follow game that can be played directly from a browser on a computer or smartphone. Players can bet on various digital currencies and choose between classic and Trenball modes. While there are no exact strategies for playing casino games, understanding the game interface can increase the chances of winning. BCGAME provides a user-friendly interface, provably fair games, and player privacy, making it an excellent choice for casino players.
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Limbo
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Limbo is an online casino game that offers players the chance to make bets and potentially win big rewards, with multipliers ranging from 1.01x to 1,000,000x. The game is straightforward and easy to play, with players betting on a number that is lower than the one that appears on the screen. Limbo is a game of chance, so there are no strategies involved, but players can use features such as Turbo Bet and Hotkeys to increase the game’s speed and efficiency. The game is available on various online casino platforms, including BC GAME, and is best suited for those who prefer high payouts and risks.








Hash Dice






Bitcoin dice games are increasingly popular in online casinos, offering customizable betting options and a simple interface that gives players more control over their bets in casinos. Many of these games have a low house edge, making them appealing to seasoned players. Hash Dice is a blockchain-based probability game available on the BC.GAME casino platform, which offers players the chance to set a predicted interval and random number, place a bet, and roll the dice.




The game is easy to play and features simple graphics, jubilant music, and several features like hotkeys, turbo bet, auto mode, and advanced mode. It is also provably fair, operating on blockchain and hash function algorithms that prevent cheating. While the house always has a slight edge, players can earn profits and avoid losses with proper bankroll management and game planning.
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BC Game Slot machines
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Selecting the best slots on BC Game, it is important to consider certain factors to ensure a rewarding gaming experience. Firstly, look for games with high Return to Player (RTP) rates, which increase your chances of winning real money. Secondly, consider your bankroll and set a budget to prevent overspending. Thirdly, read reviews from other players to get a better idea of the game’s features and overall experience. Lastly, take advantage of demo modes offered by online casinos to familiarize yourself with the game before investing real money. However, it’s important to remember that slots are games of chance, and there’s no guarantee of winning every time, regardless of your strategy.








Live Casino games






BC Game offers a wide range of live casino games that can be played for real money, including classic games like blackjack, baccarat, and roulette, as well as unique games like 3 Card Brag and Live Spin a Win. The games are provided by Playtech Eurolive platform and feature HD cameras and immersive gameplay. Players can interact with the dealer and other players, and live games have several advantages over animated games. BC.Game has over 50 live dealer games with a wide range of betting limits, making it suitable for both new and seasoned players. To play, users need to open an account, login and make a deposit.
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Sports at BC Game Site
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When considering joining your first online sportsbook, there are several factors to keep in mind. For instance, do you want a site that rewards loyal players with free bets or other exclusive perks, or do you prefer a sportsbook that consistently offers exciting promotions to all players? BC Game falls into the latter category, as it doesn’t have a rewards system, but makes up for it by consistently providing players with a variety of exciting promotions. Additionally, it has an impressive selection of sports to bet on, making it a great choice overall.




It’s worth noting that there are many online sports betting sites available in the US, some of which are more widespread than others. Currently, BCGame is only available in seven states, with plans to expand to Louisiana and Ohio in the near future. This means that there is a lower chance that BC Game operates in your area compared to other sites like BetMGM. However, when compared to the competition, how does the BC Game Sportsbook stack up?








Soccer






The key to successful soccer betting sites is to choose the right leagues. By getting to know the trends of teams in specific countries, you gain a potential advantage over bookmakers and increase your chances of consistent wins. This valuable knowledge is indispensable for any avid soccer player. In the BC Game sportsbook, players can do matchups of the following soccer leagues and championships:




	UEFA Champions League
	English Premier League
	UEFA Europa League
	Serie A (Italy)
	La Liga (Spain)
	Ligue 1 (France)
	Bundesliga (Germany)
	English Championship
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Tennis
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Tennis is one of the most popular sports for betting. This is not surprising, given the widespread popularity of the sport around the world. With more than 1 billion tennis fans worldwide, tennis is a highly regarded individual game.




The passion for tennis is evident during prestigious Grand Slam tournaments such as Wimbledon and the French Open, where fans look forward to seeing their favorite tennis stars. In fact, the 2017 Wimbledon tournament alone drew an astounding audience of over 1 billion viewers. BC Game has taken into account the popularity of this fascinating sport and offers its customers to bet on many tennis tournaments including:




	Australian Open
	French Open
	Wimbledon
	US Open
	ATP Finals
	ITF Tour
	ATP Masters 1000
	ATP 500, ATP 250
	WTA Finals
	WTA 1000, WTA 500, WTA 250









Basketball






If you’re interested in basketball betting, you’ve come to the right place. At BC Game, you can immerse yourself in the world of the world’s best basketball leagues, tournament structures and the dominant teams that dominate their leagues. This online bookmaker offers betting on basketball in pre-match and live modes on the following tournaments:




	NBA
	Euroleague
	Liga ACB
	HEBA A1
	Lega Basket Serie A
	Turkish Basketball League
	LNB Pro A
	Chinese Basketball Association
	PBA
	Olympic Basketball
	Many other local leagues
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American Football
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American Football is hugely popular not only among fans, but also among bettors. It is no wonder that the Super Bowl, with its huge crowds, is the most anticipated event for betting in the United States and elsewhere in the world. If you are looking for the perfect betting platform for American Football, then BCGame is the right sportsbook that can offer you many soccer leagues to bet on. Here are some of them:




	NFL
	American Football League
	XFL
	English Football League
	Alliance of American Football
	International Federation of American Football
	German Football League
	European League of Football









Cricket






BC Games customers who prefer to bet on cricket are lucky because they can choose from a wide range of regular leagues throughout the season to place their bets. These tournaments provide fans with a great opportunity to bet on different teams, predicting the success of some and the defeat of others in the hope of winning big. Just as the sport itself boasts different forms, each cricket league has its own unique characteristics, such as the number of teams involved, the length of matches and the type of field. The BC Games sports book presents many cricket competitions among which the following are worth noting:




	Indian Premier League
	Bangladesh Premier League
	Pakistan Super League
	Caribbean Premier League
	ICC Cricket World Cup
	ICC Women’s World Cup
	Big Bash League
	T20 Blast
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Ice Hockey
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Although hockey does not have as many fans as soccer, basketball or tennis, it has a significant place among the most popular sports in the world. Hockey is known as one of the fastest and most dynamic sports and because of its spectacle and unpredictability attracts a huge number of viewers. No wonder that this sports discipline has become very popular among online bettors. There are many top leagues on which BCGame users can bet, among them the most popular are the following:




	National Hockey League (NHL)
	Kontinental Hockey League (KHL)
	American Hockey League
	Canadian Hockey League
	Czech Extraliga
	Hockey Pro League
	Euro Hockey League
	IV liiga









Esports






Esports betting is experiencing a huge surge in popularity, reflecting the upward trend in sports betting in recent years. As the world of esports continues to expand, more and more tournaments and games are catching the attention of bettors. If you want to get involved in this exciting field, here are the best esports tournaments you can bet on at BC Game:




	League of Legends MSI
	LoL Worlds
	BLAST.tv Paris Major
	CS: GO Major
	Call Of Duty League Championship
	Valorant Champions
	The international dota 2
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NBA 2K
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Special mention should be made of the NBA 2K betting in BC Game. NBA 2K is the most famous game dedicated to the national basketball league, online tournaments of which have become very popular in the world of cybersports. Today, Cyber Basketball is a type of virtual sport inspired by the famous simulator NBA 2K, masterfully created by 2K Games. In recent years, the popularity of this game has increased noticeably, overtaking its competitor, NBA Live, developed by the famous company EA Sports. 




The point of the game is to simulate matches between teams. Artificial intelligence is responsible for the result of the match. Betting on NBA 2K is no different from traditional betting. BCGame customers also need to guess the outcome of the match or use any of the available betting markets.








Fifa






Fans of virtual sports now have an incredible chance to turn their passion into profit with betting on FIFA at BC Game. Since switching to the Frostbite Engine in 2016, FIFA 17 has opened up a whole new world of soccer simulation possibilities. By pitting professional players against each other in the battle for the coveted championship title, the cyber sports discipline has captivated a huge audience of fans and viewers. As a result, online FIFA betting has become extremely popular, providing an exciting opportunity for experienced bettors and novices alike.
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BC Game Welcome Bonus means each deposit bonuses
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BC Casino has not one, not two, not even three, but four deposit bonuses that are sure to make your online gambling experience more enjoyable with this welcome package which is similar to reload bonuses.




The best part about having four bonuses is that you can enjoy Crypto gambling online with some help from casino offers out there! And there’s no deposit bonus quite like that of BC GAME with a whopping total of 1260% deposit match as a welcome bonus. 




This is the perfect time to make extra Crypto and get hold of some of our very own Crypto coins, BC Dollar (BCD). You will be rewarded with BCD for your deposits to use at your discretion.








Let’s take a closer look at each of the four deposit bonuses:




	1st Deposit Bonus: Make a deposit today and get a massive 270% deposit match as a welcome bonus (maximum bonus 20,000 BCD) at BCGAME Crypto Casino! This is an excellent opportunity to bet now and get BCD in your wallet. The first deposit bonus is available in three tiers: 120%, 150%, and 270%.
	2nd Deposit Bonus: With your second deposit into the world’s best Crypto Casino, you can enjoy a second deposit bonus of 300% (up to 40,000 BCD). Don’t wait and enjoy more crypto gambling fun now! The second deposit bonus is available in three tiers: 150%, 225%, and 300%.
	3rd Deposit Bonus: Yes! Another 330% (maximum bonus 60,000BCD) deposit bonus just for you! All you have to do is make a minimum deposit to earn a bonus like no deposit bonus offered anywhere else! Deposit now to win! The third deposit bonus is available in three tiers: 150%, 225%, and 330%.
	4th Deposit Bonus: The fourth deposit bonus is a special gift from COCO! It’s a 360% (up to 100,000BCD) deposit bonus, which is almost unheard of in the Crypto gambling space. Don’t wait, take advantage of this Crypto Casino deposit bonus and win big! The fourth deposit bonus is available in three tiers: 150%, 225%, and 360%.





BC Game CASINO BATTLE PRIZE $5,000
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BCGame is hosting a casino battle event for VIP players from March 27th to April 3rd. Players must submit their winning entries using a new form instead of the comments section for faster and more accurate payment distribution. The objective of the event is to win the highest multiplier on Pragmatic Play games, and bonus buys are allowed.




Players must have a minimum VIP tier of VIP04 to enter, and the minimum payout to qualify is 10x (in any game) for a valid entry. The minimum bet amount is $0.50, and all cryptocurrencies are eligible except JB and BCL. The prize pool distribution varies based on the number of participants, and payouts will be distributed after the event is finished. Players must follow the instructions provided on the link and acknowledge that BC.GAME has the final decision on results and placement.













NBA FEVER $10,000






NBA FEVER LEADERBOARD is an exclusive sports event with a massive $10,000 cash prize pool. Participants must be at VIP Level 14 or above and place a minimum bet size of $5 with minimum odds of 1.8 Odd (European) on specific NBA games. Only single bets are eligible, and parlay and combo bets are not allowed. The higher the accumulated points, the higher the ranking. Winners will be determined based on the final ranking list, which will be released 48 hours after the game ends. Rewards will be distributed within 72 hours after the end of NBA FEVER #04.




Fraudulent entries and hedging will be immediately disqualified. The point calculation is based on the winning amount minus the stake, where $1 equals 1 point. The currency used for reward settlement is BCD/USD. The first prize winner will receive $1,100, and there are several tiers of rewards based on ranking. The event is for the NBA FEVER #04 game between the Dallas Mavericks and Atlanta Hawks on April 2 at 22:00 UTC+0. Participants must submit their valid sport bet ticket ID, correct UID, and correct BC username in the form provided.
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DROPS & WINS $1,000,000 MONTHLY
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Drops & Wins is a tournament running from February 8th to May 3rd, 2023, where a prize pool of $1,000,000 will be given out each month in the form of cash, multiplier, and Free Round Bonuses to players of participating video slot games, including Wolf Gold, Mustang Gold, Sweet Bonanza, and many more.




The tournament includes Daily Prize Drops and Weekly Tournaments to enhance the gaming experience, and eligible games may be updated by the provider from time to time. Check the terms and conditions for more information on prize distributions.








GRAND TOUR PRIZE POOL $100,000






Spinomenal has introduced the Grand Tour tournament, which is now available at BC.GAME, offering a $100,000 prize pool. Each win will reward players with a score based on the win multiplier, with higher scores on the leaderboard yielding better positions. There are a variety of games available to play, each with the same rules and conditions throughout the tournament. Players should review the terms and conditions carefully before participating.
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BC Game VIP Club
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The BC.Game VIP Program has been created to offer players greater incentives and ensure they receive the highest cumulative bonuses for every dollar they bet. The program is structured into five tiers, namely Bronze Card, Silver Card, Gold Card, Platinum Card, and Diamond Card (SVIP).




As players progress through the different levels of the VIP program, they will gain access to various types of bonuses and perks. For more information about the program and its rewards.




To become a VIP, simply reach the required wager for each VIP level. For every dollar bet, you will receive one XP point, which will help you progress through the VIP levels.




In addition to VIP level rewards, there are also 14 secret treasure chests available at specific levels that offer additional exceptional rewards.








BC GAME Android mobile device screenshots
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BC Game Banking Options Deposits & Withdrawals






If you want to learn about the payment options for deposits and withdrawals of BTC, DOGE, LTC, XLM, TRX, BCH, XMR, BSV, ABC, VSYS, NBX, ETH & ERC20 coins, please click here.
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What are Memo/Destination Tags/Payment ID?




Memo/destination tags/payment ID are unique identifiers that help track and identify your transaction.




How to Deposit Funds with Memo/Tag?
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Here are the step-by-step instructions for depositing funds for cryptocurrency payments
into your BC.Game account wallet.




	Click on the ‘wallet’ icon next to your balance in the top right corner of the BC.Game website.
	Select the coin you want to deposit.
	A window will appear with your wallet address and destination tag for the corresponding coin.
	Copy the address, which is your BC.Game wallet address for the coin you chose.
	Open your crypto wallet/exchange and select the same coin payment options.
	Click on ‘Send’.
	Paste the address you copied from your BC.Game wallet and specify the amount you want to add to your account.
	There will be a blank field next to the address labeled “Memo/Tag”. Copy the tag from step 3 and paste it into this field.
	It is crucial to copy and paste the memo/tag in the required field for the transaction to be successful.
	Click ‘Send’.
	The transaction will initiate.









How to Withdraw Funds with Memo/Tag?






Here are the step-by-step instructions for withdrawals funds from your BC.Game wallet to your crypto wallet.




	Go to your crypto wallet where you want to send your withdrawals.
	Select the coin you want to withdraw (XRP, XLM, etc.).
	Copy the wallet address of the selected coin from the screen.
	Go to your BC.Game your wallet and select the same coin you wish to withdraw.
	Click on ‘Withdraw’.
	Paste the crypto wallet address you copied in step 3.
	Check if your crypto wallet has a memo/tag/payment ID mentioned on the address screen in step 3.
	If there is a tag, copy and paste it into the tag field on the BC.Game withdrawals screen. If there is no tag on the screen, type ‘12345678’ into the tag field.
	Enter the amount you wish to withdraw (there are minimum withdrawal limits for each coin).
	Click ‘Confirm’.
	A pop-up will appear asking for your withdrawal password/2FA code.
	Fill in the required information and click ‘Confirm’.
	The withdrawal process will begin, and it can take 5-45 minutes to reach your wallet (depending on blockchain confirmations).





Note: If you process a deposit with the wrong tag or no tag, please contact help.bc.game to track and credit your transaction.




It is also essential to remember that if you forget to add a tag/memo on a withdrawal, your funds may not reach your wallet.
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Affiliates
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This is an invitation for friends to earn by referring others to a website. The referral program offers $1,000 to the referrer for every friend they invite to the site, and the more people they invite, the more they earn. Additionally, there is a 25% commission reward for every time a friend places a wager on the site. The webpage includes a list of people who have received rewards to-date, ranging from $0.00006 to $25, with a total of $22,208,288.98 sent out so far.








Support






When it comes to customer service, BC Game stands out from th average market performance. While they have yet to experience any issues with the site, they have tested the customer support to see how it compares to the competition. To start a live chat with a customer service representative, users need to visit the support page and click the live chat button in the bottom right corner.




BC Game’s customer support is available 24/7 via :




	Live chat
	email (support@bcgame.zone)
	phone (1-800-522-4700)
	Twitter (@bcgame)





Provides support in English, Spanish, French and Arabic
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BC GAME is managed by BlockDance B.V. (registered under Curaçao's Commercial Register with the number 158182, located at Emancipatie Boulevard Dominico F. "Don" Martina 31, Curaçao). It operates under a sublicense from CIL in accordance with Master Gaming License #5536/JAZ.
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